A Letter from the Author of

Simon and Barklee
Dear Educator:
I hope that my pals Simon and Barklee will establish a sense of global
citizenship in young minds. It is so important that youngsters are
aware of their world, not just their neighborhood. The machine on
which I write these thoughts has made the world a single neighborhood
- and we all live in it.
It is equally important that as neighbors, we understand and respect
cultural, geographical and historical differences. This perception is
not beyond the understanding of your students.
I write the Simon & Barklee stories with you specifically in mind. The
varied academic disciplines found in each story will help students meet
learning challenges with two familiar friends leading the way.
Use Simon & Barklee knowing that your students need not be
sophisticated to be worldly - just curious enough to care, and to learn.
My sincere regards,

David J. Scherer
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Subject Area Chart
Many lessons combine several disciplines
Subject Area

Exercise Number

▼

Reading & thinking strategies
Comprehension
Before and after
Cause and effect
Fact and opinion
Interpreting, drawing conclusions
Vocabulary
Research
▼ Math
Metrics
Currency calculations
Budget and money
▼ Social Studies
Geography
Map studies
Current events
History
▼ Writing
Writing dialog
Using new vocabulary
Writing creatively
Writing for reporting
▼ Cultural studies
Story extensions
Food
Same and different
Understanding culture
▼ Science
Engineering
▼ Arts
Music
Folktales
Art and crafts
▼ Assessments

G-1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 13, 14, 15, 18
5, 10
G-1, 2, 8, 10
G-1, 8
G-2, 2, 5, 8
2, 6, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18
G-3, 2, 8, 9, 11, 12, 16, 19
7
G-3, 3, 12
G-3, 3, 12
G-3, 1, 2, 9, 17, 18
G-3, 1, 17, 18
2, 12
G-3, 2, 9, 16, 17
11
11, 19
G-2, 19
12, 18
2, 6, 12, 17
6
6, 8, 20
6, 8, 9, 18
9
G-3, 21
G-3, 21
9
4, 13, 14, 15, 16
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Introduction

Multidisciplinary stories and teaching tools for young global citizens
What is the purpose of Simon & Barklee?
To bring to children the thrill of discovering the world.

Why are Simon & Barklee important?
Today’s children, when they take their places in the world, have to have grown up with
the world. They must understand what life is like two continents from their home, not
just two blocks. They have to be curious enough to care. The case for global leadership
talent has already been made. Equally important, however, is global citizenship. Not
everyone can be a leader. But everyone certainly can, and should, achieve a sense of
the world; an appreciation of what life is like outside the confines of home-town USA,
home-town Malaysia, home-town Mexico, or home-town France.
Waiting until students are college-age to direct them toward global citizenship and leadership
is too late. The seeds must be planted in our children today.

What are the learning objectives of the Simon & Barklee series?
~ Promote an understanding of all individuals as global citizens.
~ Foster curiosity about differences inherent in our world.
~ Create knowledge, understanding, appreciation, and celebration of world cultures.
~ Meet school district learning requirements and improve test scores using creative dualpurpose materials and methods to supplement basal programs.

How are they achieved?
~ Use teaching of cognitive skills to develop affective skills.
~ Link academics with global awareness and understanding.
~ Provide teachers with both generic and specific teaching strategies and tools.
The general lesson plans provide paths and ideas for teachers to create their own lessons
to match the interests, grade and ability levels of their students and can be applied across
the spectrum of Simon & Barklee books.
The specific lesson plans provide more detailed and targeted multidisciplinary plans
constructed for each book individually.
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How to Use the Teachers Edition
All materials included in this edition have been field-tested and refined in elementary school
classrooms. Select the most appropriate ones for your students’ interests and abilities.

State Learning Requirements
The lesson plans and teaching strategies included in the Simon & Barklee series are
designed to meet learning requirements established by many state boards and commissions.

Challenge Levels
Included are three levels, or taxonomy, of conceptual questions, activities, and projects.
Activities are coded so assignments can be made individually to match the typical range
of attention spans of elementary school learners. The total time on task for an activity,
whether during one time block or spread over time, is intended to reach closure in one
hour. Each specific activity is coded with ‘paw prints’.

= basic level
= moderate complexity
= most complex
Content and subject areas
Activities cover the spectrum of both academic and developmental areas: reading and
thinking, writing, math, geography, history, science, cultural studies, current events,
problem solving, research skills, appreciation of diversity, tolerance, and development
of a global view.
The lesson plans contain teaching suggestions including:
• Discussion topics
• Problem-solving activities
• Research projects
• Enrichment activities
• Assessment exercises

Teachers Edition format
The Teachers Edition includes general lesson plans, followed by targeted multidisciplinary
plans for each book, with the answer keys for the students Funbook.
Please see the order for m at the end of this book for
contact and order ing infor mation.
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General Teaching Strategies
The following lessons are appropriate for use with any of the
Simon & Barklee books.

In-Service Workshop: Teaching Culture and Its Impact
An in-service workshop can be scheduled for schools and educator groups to prepare them
to teach the concepts of culture, its impact and effects. The materials are designed to
complement and to accompany the Simon & Barklee series. All workshops include materials
for teachers and for students.

Schedule workshops by calling toll-free: 1-888-568-9806.
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Exercise G-1 ~ Book Reports
Author: Cliff Gillies

Outcomes:
Learners read to acquire specific knowledge and to answer questions. They practice using
descriptive language to write about what they’ve read. They use critical thinking skills
to separate fact from opinion, cause from effect. They describe their new knowledge in
a positive way.

Study areas covered:
Reading
Writing
Interpreting
Drawing conclusions

Materials needed:
★ A selected Simon & Barklee book

Challenge level: Methods and Activities:
Assign a book, or let students choose one of the Simon & Barklee stories, to read and
prepare a report. This can be done as an assignment to be presented orally in small
groups or to the classroom. It can also be done as a group activity with shared responsibilities.
1. Use a sheet of paper or larger poster board paper; fold in half three times to produce an
eight-block format for students to complete the eight “discoveries” in a good book.
2. Present the eight “discoveries” to the students. Each one is shown in its box here. Be
sure they understand the meaning of each one before beginning the book.
1. Title page
Author, theme
of book.

5. Challenges
Fact and opinion
What is true
and what do
you think?

2. Characters
Sentence on
each. Use
descriptive
terms.
6. Main conflict
Cause and effect
What happened
and why did
it happen?

3. Setting
When and
where of
the story.
7. Solutions
What did they
do to solve the
problem(s)?

4. Situation
How it starts,
what are they
doing, why they
are doing it.
8. Empowerment
The ending, the
message gained.
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Exercise G-2 ~ Thinking & Writing Skills
Outcomes:
Learners gain understanding of the creative writing process used when authors employ
specific techniques to flavor and color their stories. They interpret meaning of phrases
and language and use imagination to create their own stories.

Study areas covered:
Reading
Analyzing and interpreting
Drawing conclusions
Writing

Materials needed:
★ A selection of Simon & Barklee books
★ A thesaurus

Challenge level:
Methods and activities:
Choose one or more favorite Simon & Barklee books and review them to locate and mark
specific incidents of “colorful language” use. Some examples from Simon & Barklee in
England are:
Page 5 -

Sir Nigel threaded the car through heavy London traffic...
Simon nearly jumped out of his feathers when....

Page 7 -

...the old car rattled and banged its way along....

Page 25 -

...Barklee’s madcap whirl through the roundabout.

Page 35 -

Simon and Barklee promptly shot out the door.

Page 51 -

A single violinist swept the melody high to the domed ceiling where
the notes returned in waves down the sides of the grand hall and
met in the middle.

1. Read the selections out loud. Then ask the children to tell what the author meant. Use
the selections to discuss how we can sometimes choose unusual words to describe a
place, an action or an event.
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Exercise G-2 ~ Thinking & Writing Skills
2. Compare the samples to less colorful writing.
• Sir Nigel drove the car through the traffic.
• The old car made noise as it went along the street.
• Barklee drove fast around the roundabout.
• Simon and Barklee ran outside.
• A violinist played the song that could be heard all over the hall.
3. Give children the opportunity to create some of their own colorful phrases. Give them
some examples to begin:
Think of another, more interesting way to write the following:
• The trees were blowing in the wind. It was raining.
• A big dog ran after a small cat.
• The boy was frightened in the house at night.
• The sun shone on the water.
• Flowers bloomed in the spring.
4. Show the class the thesaurus and explain how it can be used as a writer’s tool. Let them
use it as they begin to re-write the examples with more descriptive language.
5. Give the children the opportunity to create some descriptive paragraphs using the selections
above or any others that are appropriate for the class. If you like, they can create entire
stories around the examples.
The class can also be divided into “writing teams” to create their own Simon &
Barklee episode, based on the Passport Pals guidelines at the end of this book.
Use the lesson as a way to help the children create an idea, research a location
for Simon and Barklee to visit, and then write a scene using descriptive and colorful
language. The resulting story and illustrations can be sent to the author for possible
publication on the Simon & Barklee website.
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Exercise 9. - History, science

Romans and the Roads of England
Outcomes:
Students discover some of the history and science behind the legendary Roman empire. They
learn to appreciate the scientific knowledge and creativity evident 2000 years ago, and the
lasting effect of a remarkable people. They connect methods and discoveries from Roman
times to current engineering practices.

Study areas covered:
Reading, History, Science

Challenge level:
Materials needed:
★ Simon & Barklee in England
★ Encyclopedia or other research resources
★ Internet access (optional)
★ Materials for crafts projects

Enrichment:
This is a good opportunity to create cross-disciplinary discovery projects linking science,
history, geography, language arts and cultural studies. Students can work in teams or individually
on projects related to discovering the Roman Empire.
• Make a map showing what area the Roman Empire covered. Draw and color a large piece
of posterboard or a number of sheets of construction paper hung on a wall. Add the
outlines of the countries as they exist today and label them.
• Make a small-scale model of a Roman road in your classroom with modeling clay, shaped
styrofoam and different sizes of gravel and stones.
• Make a timeline showing the advance of the Roman empire throughout the years, with
the names of the emperors at various time points along the line.
• Research Roman daily life with the following questions:
- What were their homes like?
- What did they eat?
- What kinds of work did they do?
- What was the life of a soldier like?
- What games did they play?
Have students work individually or in small groups to prepare and deliver reports or
illustrate activities to others in the class.
• Research antiquities that are still visible today. Many are in Italy, but also can be found
in France, England, Germany and other parts of Europe. Have students find out what
kinds of remains are still visible in the different European countries and what
they tell us about the Romans.
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E X E R C I S E 9.

Romans and the Roads of England
When Simon met Marcus Larium at Hadrian’s Wall, he learned how Roman soldiers
lived 2000 years ago. He found out that the Romans were skilled engineers. Sir Nigel
told him something about the roads that were built by Romans all those years ago.
“Today we think of Rome as a city in Italy, but 2000 years ago, Rome was an
empire that covered most of the continent of Europe. Roman engineers built excellent
roads,” he told them. “They built them throughout all their empire so they could move
large armies quickly. Many of England’s roads today are built where Roman roads once
ran. Not far from here, you can still see the ruins of some of the ancient roadways.”
Simon read a book about how Romans built their famous roads. It was much
more difficult then since they did not have any modern equipment to help. He learned
that the first thing they did was to look for the shortest, flattest route between two
points. Only then did they begin to lay the road. Simon sat down next to Barklee
and showed her the pictures in the book. Here is what they learned.
First, the Romans cleared the trees and brush away from the route. Then they
dug a trench about 1 meter deep, along the path of the road. Next, they filled the
trench with four layers of stones. The first layer was large stones laid close together,
then a layer of smaller rocks, then a layer of gravel, and finally, on top they fit stone
slabs together. They were very clever builders because they knew that if they did not
make the road so that water would drain easily from it, it would break up into pieces
and get big holes. So, to make sure the rainwater drained from the surface of the road,
they built it with a raised curve. That made the road higher down the middle than
on the edges. The curve was called a “camber”.
Then they dug ditches along the sides of the road so the water that ran off the
road would run down into the ditches. It made the roads very solid and long-lasting.
Some Roman roads are still visible today after 2000 years.
Many of the roads of England and other parts of Europe are built on the old roads
laid down by the Romans centuries ago.
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A Roman Road Crossword
2

F
4
O
D I
3
B
U
1
M A R C U S L A R I
I
L
D
7
E U R O P 8E
N
R
9
S
E N G
L
A
10
H A D R I A N
D

Across

1. The ghost Simon met
4. What was dug alongside the roads
6. The Romans built many…
7. The continent where many
Roman roads were built
9. Romans were skilled…
10. The Roman wall in the north
of England

T 5C H E S
A
U M
B
E
6
R O A D S

I N E E R S

S W A L L

Down

2. The number of layers in a
Roman road
3. The Romans were good
road…
5. The curve down the middle of
a Roman road
8. The country Simon and Barklee
visit in this book
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Exercise 10. - Reading and thinking strategies, cause and effect

An Adventure in England
Outcomes:
Learners identify a “cause” leading to an “effect” - or a consequence in the story and apply
the same thinking process to representative cultural situations.

Study areas covered:
Reading and thinking strategies
Reading for comprehension

Materials needed:
★ A copy of Simon & Barklee in England

Challenge level:

&

Enrichment:
1. Discuss the basic relationship between “cause” and effect” - and ask students to relate the
concept to their own lives. Explain that we usually identify an effect first - or feel a result
of our actions. But there is always a “be-cause” and sometimes the resultant “effect” becomes
the “be-cause” leading to another effect. For instance:

BE-CAUSE

EFFECT

When you got up this morning, you were late.
You didn’t have time to eat.
You got very hungry before lunch.
You felt tired and cranky.

You didn’t have time to eat.
You got very hungry before lunch.
You felt tired and cranky.
You argued with your friend.

Write the list on the board or on a chart. Ask the children to help complete this list using
their own ideas and words.
2. Relate be-cause and effect to the experiences that might be encountered in foreign travel.
Some examples might be:
BECAUSE
I couldn’t read the subway map...
I did not know that cars drive on the left side of the road...
I had my guidebook with me when I went to the museum...
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E X E R C I S E 10.

An Adventure in England
A “cause” is something we do, some action we take or some reason we take an
action. The “effect” is the result. Usually we recognize the “effect” first. It is important
to identify the “cause”. Think of it as the “BE-cause.”
In the story Simon & Barklee in England, the travelers had an adventure at
Hadrian’s Wall. Go back and read that part of the story again. It begins on page 41.
.

Draw a line from each “be-cause” in the left column to its “effect” in the right column.

BE-CAUSE
A Roman soldier lost a coin •
Roman soldiers had difficult •
lives and endured hardships
Ruins of the Roman wall
•
are left today
The Romans built excellent •
roads for their armies
Simon listened carefully to the •
soldier’s story
Simon learned about •
enduring hardship

EFFECT
• They were strong and brave
He learned about that the
• Romans spoke Latin and went to
a school called a ludus
• He was filled with confidence
We know something of how they
• lived and what their community
looked like
• Simon found it two thousand
years later
• Some roads are still visible today
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Now think about “be-cause” and “effect” and imagine you are traveling in England.
Can you imagine what might happen? Write your answers in the space or talk about
it with your teacher or family. Remember - you are in England!
Accept any reasonable answers.

BE-CAUSE

EFFECT

• You learned about England
in school

You want to visit England. You find out more
about English history and culture. You find
out more about the people. You find an
English pen-pal.

• Your family takes a trip
to London

You learn about the country.
You make new friends.

• You study a map and
guidebook before you go

You know how to take the subway in London.
You know what parts of the country you want
to visit. You learn about the sights to see. You
know about daily life in England.

• You learn something about
England before you travel there

You are not afraid to go. You know how to get
around. You know where things are. You know
what is interesting to see. You can talk
intelligently with English people.

• You want to know more about
the country

You begin to study more about the country and its
history and people. You decide to study English
Literature in college. You learn about the British
Empire and all the places that England used to rule.
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